**General Notes:**

A) Fixtures must be installed prior to hanging ceiling.  
B) Wall surface must be finished a minimum of 7" above ceiling line.  
C) All support rails (shipped separately) must be installed prior to mounting fixtures. Refer to Instruction sheet 510573.

**Instructions:**

1. Wire feed may be brought into fixture thru holes at either end or thru the 7/8" KO's in back of housing. If feeding into back surface, peel back foam wrap packaging and remove a 7/8" KO while fixture is in carton to prevent damage to finish.

2. Remove fixture from carton.

3. Lift this assembly onto the support rail and attach guy wires from overhead ceiling structure and level. Screw in screws as shown to lock fixture in support rail.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each additional fixture in row.

5. Bolt fixtures together in row with (2) 1/4-20 screws and nuts. Found in polybag through support brackets supplied on fixture. See View "B" on page 2.

6. Align ceiling trim to extrusion at joint with the spline (shipped in trim). Slide spline from one extrusion into the other. Center the spline over the joint and fasten to extrusion with (2) 1/4" long sheet metal screws supplied. Make sure trims are flush against each other before fastening. See View "B" on page 2.

7. Repeat steps 6 and 7 for each fixture in row to ensure all row mounting screws and make wire feed connections. Wire feed may be brought into adjacent fixtures thru holes in end headers.

8. The following accessories kits (shipped separately) are installed at this time on the 1st fixture and in the 5th order.  
   A) All straight extensions, 90 & 135 degree corners.  
   B) Plenum end caps

---

**WALL SLOT 6000 - W-S-L60**

**Target Application:**

**Exposed T-Bar Ceiling**

**Drywall or Plaster Ceiling**

**Threaded SRT Rod and Mtg Hardware Supplied by Contractor**

**Support Rail**

**Row Mtg Brkt**

**Finish Wall [Ref]**

**LED Module Assembly**

**LCD Option Shown**

**Fixtures Ceiling Trim Grid**

**Adjustable Ceiling Opening**

**LED Module Assembly**

**Exposed T-Bar Ceiling**

**Drywall or Plaster Ceiling**

**Automatic Control**

**Installation Instructions**

**Fixture Type:**

**OFPG.P/C**

**LITECONTROL**

100 HAWK AVE | HOPKINNS, NJ 07464 (201-995-5000)  litecontrol.com